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ABSTRACT

Liquid state arrangements of two polymeric membranes with single conical nanopores constitute nanofluidic diodes that allow a rich
electrical functionality based on the modulation of individual conductances in aqueous electrolyte solutions. In particular, the prescribed
sequences of current-time traces can be obtained by preprogramed switching between series and parallel pore connection arrangements.
Hybrid nanopore-solid-state circuits are also possible. The basic applied physics of the nanofluidic diode arrangements can be understood
from simple circuit theory concepts and should be of widespread interest to sensing and actuating procedures, controlled release dispensers,
and energy conversion modules based on electrochemical signals.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5125042

We have studied different arrangements of two polymeric mem-
branes with single conical nanopores that behave as externally tunable
nanofluidic diodes in electrolyte solutions. The pore physical chemis-
try does not involve exceedingly difficult nor highly specific surface
functionalization, and inward and outward rectifications can be
obtained.1–5 The motivation for this research is twofold: (i) the surface
charge-regulated ionic transport at nanoscale volumes involves funda-
mental principles of applied physics and (ii) this subject is of wide-
spread interest to sensing and actuating procedures, controlled release
dispensers, and energy conversion modules based on electrochemical
signals. Note, in particular, that ionic circuits of nanopores can operate
in aqueous solutions, and thus, these nanostructures may allow infor-
mation processing in physiological environments.1,4–6

The experimental data presented herein show that the physics of
two-pore arrangements including nanofluidic diodes can be useful to
closely related disciplines such as applied analytical chemistry, bio-
medical engineering, and energy storage. Because we have demon-
strated that the physical concepts used are sound and their
implementation is feasible, the results can provide opportunities for
electrochemical signal processing based on the individual modulation
of nanofluidic conductances.1–6

The experimental characteristics of the single conical nanopores
and the measuring electrochemical cell have been given elsewhere.2,7

The pores are obtained by single-ion irradiation of 12.5-lm thick poly-
imide (PI) foils (Kapton50 HN, DuPont) at the linear accelerator
UNILAC (GSI, Darmstadt). After irradiation, asymmetric track-
etching converts the membrane tracks into approximately conically
shaped pores8,9 whose radii are in the ranges of 10–60nm (tip) and
300–800nm (base).7 The ionization of the carboxylate residues
obtained by track-etching gives a negative charge on the pore surface
at neutral pH values in aqueous salt solutions.7,9 The absolute values
of the surface charge density are in the range of 0.1–1.0 e/nm2, where e
is the elementary charge.2,7,9 The conical geometry provides a spatially
inhomogenous axial distribution of charge that makes the pore behave
as a nanofluidic diode.7,9

We used different sets of pores, but only the results obtained with
two samples were finally included. The pores used in this study had
the following characteristics: Surface charge density r¼ 1 e/nm2, pore
base radius ab¼ 500 nm, and pore tip radius at¼ 20nm for sample 1;
r¼ 0.8 e/nm2, ab¼ 400nm, and at¼ 9nm for sample 2. The opening
radii and surface charges were determined as follows. First, the pore
base radius was obtained by field emission scanning electron
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microscopy using a multipore sample that was etched simulta-
neously with the single-pore sample. Second, the pore tip radius
was obtained from the experimental single pore I–V curves at
acidic pH (neutral pore). Using these pore radii, the only free
parameter in a Poisson–Nernst–Planck theoretical model dis-
cussed elsewhere10 is the surface pore charge density, which can
be determined from the experimental I–V curve.

The experimental characteristics of arrangements composed of
two single-pore nanofluidic diodes mounted in their electrochemical
cells were reproducible across all the measurements, with typical cur-
rent deviations lower than 5% for each individual pore. The experi-
mental reproducibility of the I–V curves and pore rectification ratios
has been studied in detail previously.7,10 AgjAgCl electrodes are
dipped into 0.1 M KCl aqueous solutions to control the input poten-
tials and output currents using a Keithley 6487 picoammeter (Keithley
Instruments, Cleveland, Ohio).7 The current (I)–voltage (V) curves are
characterized by high resistances at V< 0 (the current enters the cone
base of the negatively charged pore) and low resistances at V> 0
(the current enters the cone tip).10 The nanofluidic diodes require a
spatially asymmetric charge distribution1–3,7–9 of sufficiently high
surface charge density r¼ 0.1–1 e/nm2, together with bathing electro-
lyte concentrations around 0.1 M,10 to achieve significant rectification
ratios. The pH effects are also relevant: The pores show negative
charges at neutral pH values, while they are positively charged at
acidic pH values,7 although specific functionalization can modify this
operating pH range.1,2,4–6

Figure 1(a) shows the setup and the different electrical responses
[Figs. 1(b)–1(f)] due to the distinct conductance regimes and current
rectifications that are obtained with the series and parallel connections
(insets). The I–V curves are obtained with pore samples 1 and 2. These

pores are arranged as individual nanofluidic diodes in opposite orien-
tations [Fig. 1(b)] and in series and parallel connections with the
diodes either in the same or in opposite orientations [Figs. 1(c)–1(f)].
The current is dominated by conductive rather than by capacitive phe-
nomena because of the relatively slow electric signals employed.2,7,10

The wide range of electrochemical responses (Fig. 2) suggests that
simple switching between the different connections should provide a
plethora of current-time responses that can be useful for preprog-
ramed controlled release and energy conversion.1,4–6,11–13

The basic applied physics of the nanofluidic diode arrangements
can be understood from simple concepts of circuit theory. For
instance, Fig. 1(c) shows the total current expected for the diodes in
series and their respective individual potential drops, while Fig. 1(e)
for the parallel connection shows a total current that is the sum of the
individual pore currents. Also, Fig. 1(d) shows the zero current
expected from the rectifications of the two pores in series and opposite
orientations, while Fig. 1(f) shows two conductive branches because of
the opposite pore orientations in the parallel arrangement.

Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the current-time traces for the electrical
configurations of Figs. 1(b)–1(f) and three different input potentials V(t).

FIG. 1. Experimental I–V curves of the two negatively charged conical nanopores.
(a) Schemes of the individual electrochemical cells with samples 1 (upper picture)
and 2 (lower picture). (b) I–V curves of samples 1 and 2 with the single nanofluidic
diodes in opposite orientations. (c) I–V curve of the series connection with the pores
in the same orientation. (d) I–V curve of the series connection with the pores in
opposite orientations. (e) I–V curve of the parallel connection with the pores in the
same orientation. (f) I–V curve of the parallel connection with the pores in opposite
orientations.

FIG. 2. Current-time (t) traces for the six electrical configurations (insets) corre-
sponding to the respective I–V curves of Fig. 1 and three different input potentials
V(t). (a) Triangular wave potential. (b) Constant potential. (c) Sinusoidal potential. In
all cases, V0¼ 1 V and the period T¼ 71 s in cases (a) and (c).
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The individual nanopores and the distinct two-pore arrangements
respond reliably to triangular wave [Fig. 2(a)], constant [Fig. 2(b)],
and sinusoidal [Fig. 2(c)] input potentials, which suggests that pre-
programing of the desired sequence of switching processes between
the different current regimes of Figs. 2(a)–2(c) should be possible.
Because the ions and most biomacromolecules present in physiological
solutions have net charge, these current regimes should be useful for
controlled dispensers based on soft matter nanostructures. In a differ-
ent but related context, previous experimental work on different nano-
channel arrangements has also demonstrated resistive-pulse sensing
applications in virus capsids and single macromolecule detection.14–16

Note that the system response (current) to the sharp changes in
the input signals [voltage peaks in Fig. 2(a)] suggests a reliable switch-
ing between other preprogramed sequences. In general, input signals
up to 10 – 100Hz give robust output responses. Also, significant
cumulative effects should be possible not only with a constant input
potential [Fig. 2(b)] but also with oscillatory signals [Figs. 2(a) and
2(c)] because of the significant rectification observed.

Preprogramed operations and cumulative processes with external
white noise signals are interesting in energy conversion and storage. In
our case, relevant information on the nanopore performance has been
given previously.13 Figure 3(a) shows the measured current-time traces
corresponding to the six electrical configurations of Fig. 1 subjected to
a white noise input signal. The cumulative effects are characterized by
means of the hybrid electrical circuit of Fig. 3(b) where the nanofluidic
diodes are connected with a solid-state charging capacitor. Because of
the rectification provided by the different arrangements of nanofluidic

diodes, the circuit net current I results in a capacitor voltage VC after a
few minutes in all cases [Fig. 3(c)].

As expected, the arrangements of Figs. 1(b) and 1(e) give the
maximum absolute values of VC because they show the highest rectifi-
cation and net current values. In contrast, the series connection of Fig.
1(d) shows only a small (negative) net current I and then a low abso-
lute value of VC. As to the arrangements of Figs. 1(c) and 1(f), they
give intermediate capacitor voltages in Fig. 3(c) because of the moder-
ate net currents. Also, note that the noisy VC – t traces obtained in the
case of the arrangement of Fig. 1(f) result from the relatively high but
opposed positive and negative currents in the respective conductive
branches, as shown in Fig. 3(a) for this arrangement.

While we have here considered only series and parallel arrange-
ments, mixed series–parallel connections of nanofluidic diodes should
also be possible, thus extending the functionality of the proposed con-
ceptual scheme. In principle, the results to be obtained could also be
understood by appropriate combinations of the curves obtained in
each case using circuit theory concepts. The external regulation of the
pore conductance and rectification can also be employed for the
implementation of logic functions and information processing in ionic
circuits.2,5,11,17–21 In most applications, undesirable couplings between
the electric double layers (EDLs) of adjacent pores can be avoided
because the distance between pores is typically much higher than the
pore length and much higher than typical EDL thicknesses, which are
on the order of a few nanometers for the electrolyte concentrations
used here. In this way, our experimental case would correspond to the
separation rather than to the synergistic mode because our channel
units transport ions independently and the cascade sequence has little
effect on response current properties of the system.22

In conclusion, we have shown that these nanostructures can be
reliably interconnected to increase further their individual functionali-
ties [Figs. 2(a)–2(c)]. In addition, they can be connected with solid-
state devices in hybrid circuits [Figs. 3(a)–3(c)] where the liquid-state
ionic circuitry can operate similar to traditional solid-state electronic
circuits7,11,13,20 except for the relatively slow time responses which are
on the order of 0.1–1 s.2,13,21 Note that practical applications of these
pores in controlled release and energy conversion and storage do not
necessarily require fast electrical signals. Because a broad range of
surface functionalization and experimental procedures are available to
externally modulate the pore charge and conductance,1,2,4–6,15,17 the
single-pore membranes can be employed in electrochemically based
energy conversion and storage modules. In the case of controlled
release dispensers, however, future work should address the issues
of physiological compatibility, device miniaturization, and precise
programing of the switching sequences required in each practical
application.

Also note that the pores admit different experimental procedures
to externally tune the fixed charges of the molecular chains functional-
ized on the pore surface and could then be used in ionic circuitry with
distinct ionic environments.2 For instance, the monovalent KCl salt
can be substituted by the divalent salts CaCl2 and K2SO4. The divalent
cation Ca2þ can be adsorbed on a negative pore, while the divalent
anion SO4

2� can be adsorbed on a positive pore, thus reversing the
original pore charge in both cases. Therefore, multiple connections of
positive and negative pores showing different environmental responses
should be obtained. In addition, the experimental behavior obtained
previously with a single biological ion channel such as the OmpF porin

FIG. 3. The cumulative effect achieved with the arrangements of nanofluidic diodes
is characterized by the voltage VC of a capacitor with capacitance C¼ 1 lF. (a)
Current-time traces for the six electrical configurations (bottom insets) correspond-
ing to the respective I–V curves of Fig. 1 and a white noise input signal V(t) of max-
imum amplitude V0¼ 1 V (top inset). (b) Scheme of the electrical circuit with
ammeter A controlling the capacitor charging net current I that results from the recti-
fication of V(t) by the different arrangements of diodes. (c) The measured capacitor
voltage VC as a function of time for the six electrical configurations (insets).
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reconstructed on a lipid bilayer23 strongly suggests that experimental
procedures with artificial biomimetic nanopores could also be extended
to arrangements of proteins at the price of a decreased mechanical sta-
bility and a more demanding electronics. This fact opens the possibility
of using ion channel circuits similar to those used here.
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